
	  
 

INSURRECTION MEDIA ANNOUNCES ‘DRIVE SHARE’ 
COMEDY SERIES ORDER AT SERIOUSLY.TV 

 
Created by and Starring Rob Huebel & Paul Scheer 

 
LOS ANGELES, June 20th, 2016 – Insurrection Media has announced the series order of its show 
‘Drive Share’ for a U.S. exclusive first window on Verizon Hearst Media Partners’ new millennial-
focused multiplatform digital video channel, Seriously.TV. The 10 half-hour episodes will premiere 
later this year on Seriously.TV in shorter form chapters and will be distributed internationally as 
half hours by Insurrection Media. 
 
“Everyone, particularly millennials, can relate to having experienced odd, comedic situations while 
utilizing a peer-to-peer ridesharing service,” said Justin Killion, Head of Premium Programming & 
Development at Seriously.TV. “This concept, coupled with the smart, comedic sensibilities of this 
fantastic team, will make for a truly hilarious series with a unique point of view.” 
 
From creators Rob Huebel (“Childrens Hospital”) & Paul Scheer (“The League”), and executive 
producers Jonathan Stern (“Wet Hot American Summer: First Day of Camp”) & Keith Quinn 
(“Burning Love”), ‘Drive Share’ is scripted satire exploring the cultural phenomenon of 
Uberification, following drivers while they shuttle fascinating people around town as part of this 
new shared economy. 
 
"In this crowded TV landscape I believe this is the only show that will prove to make a difference 
in the world," remarked Paul Scheer. "We've all had hundreds of hilarious, bizarre or awkward 
rides since these services started up...all we did was write them down!" Added Rob Huebel. 
 
Production begins in Los Angeles this July. The premiere on Seriously.TV will be in Q4. 
 
About Seriously.TV 
Seriously.TV is a comedy based, multiplatform digital video channel aimed at the millennial 
audience that is distributed across go90™, AOL and other distribution platforms, as well as 
through third-party networks and licensors. 
 
About Verizon Hearst Media Partners 
Verizon Hearst Media Partners brings Verizon’s leading technology together with Hearst’s digital 
video content and production capabilities. The joint venture targets the mobile millennial audience 
through digital video programming distributed across go90™, AOL and other distribution 
platforms, as well as through third-party networks and licensors. 
 



About Insurrection Media, Inc. 
Insurrection Media is an independent talent-friendly digital TV studio developing and producing 
high quality scripted shows for over-the-top video platforms as well as broadcast and cable 
networks internationally. Insurrection has a multi-year, exclusive comedy pod deal with Jonathan 
Stern (“Wet Hot American Summer: First Day of Camp”,” “Childrens Hospital”) founder of 
Abominable Pictures and senior entertainment executive and producer Keith Quinn (Paramount 
Digital, Live Planet), and a multi-year SciFi production partnership with “The Walking Dead” 
creator Robert Kirkman and David Alpert of Skybound Entertainment. The company has 
astrategic relationship with HarperCollins where key books in SciFi, Drama, and Comedy are 
optioned and developed into digital video and linear television series. Insurrection Media is 
headquartered in Los Angeles. 
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